
Agenda

> Welcome and Meeting Overview 
> Kim Travis, OHCS

> Housing Impact Assessment Next Steps 
> Kate Srinivasan, OHCS and Lauren Nichols, ICF

> Disaster Housing Recovery Action Plan/Strategies in Motion
> Lauren Nichols, ICF
> Deb Meihoff, Oregon Planning Association
> Margaret Van Vliet, Trillium Advisors

> Breakout Rooms
> Partner Updates 
> Wrap Up



Housing Impact Assessment 
Next Steps
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Foundational for:

> Disaster Housing Recovery Action 
Plan

> Comprehensive Unmet Needs 
Assessment

> Interim Housing Supply and 
Solutions

> Permanent Housing Supply and 
Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kate notes:When we have the Spanish translation, we will have a public input period and open up a survey Equity lab data points – Kate – ensuring this accurately reflects local reality. BECAUSE… HIA and all the data we are additionally collecting to create a comprehensive Unmet Needs Assessment relates to where the state will be able to spend CDBG-DR funds if the state receives an allocation.  Using the unmet needs to help people. About getting the dollars to the people for the types of solutions that they need. For example, manufactured homeowners, underinsured single-family homeowners, renters, folks living in PHA.Lauren Follow Up:How does this help Oregon’s Action Plan? It will be user-friendly, accessible to the public. It’s the Department’s statement about how the world is right now and how the needs will be tackled. Special focus on manufactured housing, it’s going to be more expensive because it needs to be built faster and more resiliently. More refinement of strategy as receive more data around disparities and inequities.___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Notes from 5/12:HIA and all the data we are additionally collecting to create a comprehensive Unmet Needs Assessment relates to where the state will be able to spend CDBG-DR funds if the state receives an allocation. Using the unmet needs to help people. About getting the dollars to the people for the types of solutions that they need. For example, manufactured homeowners, underinsured single-family homeowners, renters, folks living in PHA.How does this help Oregon’s Action Plan? It will be user-friendly, accessible to the public. It’s the Department’s statement about how the world is right now and how the needs will be tackled.Special focus on manufactured housing, it’s going to be more expensive because it needs to be built faster and more resiliently. More refinement of strategy as receive more data around disparities and inequities.When we have the Spanish translation, we will have a public input period.Equity lab data points – Kate – ensuring this accurately reflects local reality.



Disaster Housing Recovery Action 
Plan/Strategies in Motion
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> Reorientation of Goals for Action Plan

> Goal 1: Create Interim Housing Solutions

> Goal 2: Bolster Local Capacity

> Goal 3: Expedite Delivery of Permanent Housing

> Goal 4: Build Community and Family Resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal 1: State Run Direct Housing Program (Lauren) – remind about the Interim Housing Solutions link; valuable as developers and contractors work on the ground to identify viable solutions; this is an iterative processFortify Holdings (DHS)Goal 2: Oregon Planning Association and FEMA (John Russell)Goal 3: Manufactured Housing (Margaret VV)Replacement Program LegislationFinancing Factory for modularGoal 4: Fire season is around the corner, it’s on our minds (Margaret VV)



Reorientation of Goals for Action
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> Defined the goals

> Organized the strategies into subsections

> Included placeholders for metrics

> Additional details to achieve the goals: 

> Action steps

> Action deadlines 

> Estimated timeline for launch

> Funding and resource(s)

> Responsible lead and support agencies

> Status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will recognize that this still includes the information that the TF has worked so hard to pull together, but have reoriented the strategies within each goal to make them actionable and implementable. By reframing around actionable strategies, this will also allow the TF to track progress on meeting the goals.We will share the original Goals/Strategies layout and the reoriented version and would appreciate your feedback, particularly if you have any insights into filling in the strategy metrics. 



Goal 1 : Create Interim 
Housing Solutions
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> Draft State Run Interim Housing Program 

> Broad categories of eligible activities:

> Housing supply (acquisition, incentives, 
conversion, facilities, etc.)

> Support services and administration

> Operations and maintenance

> Engagement and outreach

> Project considerations:

> Affirmative marketing and engagement

> Geographic, accessibility, risk and 
environmental considerations

> Timeline for launch and transition plan

> Cost Estimate

> Interim Housing Decision Matrix 
(presented to ODHTF on 4/29)

> Coordination, Local Engagement and 
Outreach

> Local Solutions

> Gateway

> Douglas County

> Disaster Survivor Action Team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OHCS is drafting an initial framework for the State Run Housing Program– remind about the Interim Housing Solutions link; valuable as developers and contractors work on the ground to identify viable solutions; this is an iterative process. In addition to your continued feedback on possible interim housing solutions (through the matrix) – link here: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qBE__VU1LFrNTUijafqoj3tSX9YOlFutUvC9hhegRdk/edit#gid=1389894349, we will be sharing the program framework, eligibility requirements, and parameters with local governments, non-profits, and the communities who will be served by the program to ensure it’s designed to meet local and individual needs.Fortify Holdings (DHS)



Goal 2 : Bolster Local Capacity
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WHO IS OAPA CAPP? 
Oregon American Planning Association 
(OAPA) is is an independent, not-
for-profit educational 
organization with over 800 members 
from across Oregon.

OAPA’s Community Assistance Planning 
Program (CAPP) offers free 
planning assistance to local 
governments and community-
based organizations around Oregon 
who request support to address 
specific problems or challenges



COMMITMENT

CAPP volunteers have a 
variety of areas of 
expertise and skills

30+ OAPA volunteers 
identified with decades 
of experience

Eight-person wildfire 
recovery coordinating 
team 

$20k in pro bono 
resources from SERA 
Architects 



OAPA WILDFIRE CAPPs UNDERWAY 
Santiam Canyon + Rogue Valley
Discovery process to establish the “Opportunity 
Framework” for recovery:  

● Inventory and analyze policies, documents and 
resources

● Determine relevance and additional needs 
● Identify strategic opportunities and potential 

projects 



Goal 3 : Expedite Delivery of 
Permanent Housing
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> MH Replacement Program and Park 
Preservation Fund launching

> Key legislation advancing

> Financing alternatives under 
construction

> Modular factory concept advancing

> Fire resilience and preparedness must 
be incorporated 

Goal 4 : Build Community and 
Family Resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Margaret VV



Envisioning the Future : Expediting Permanent Housing Solutions (Goal 3)
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WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE IN 
THE YEAR 2025?
> Goal 3: Expedite Permanent Housing 

Solutions Large Group Discussion

> Imagine it’s the year 2025, and Oregon 
has just marked the 5th anniversary of 
the fires. 

> When The Oregonian publishes the 
story on the 5th anniversary of the 
2020 Wildfires, what does the 
headline say?

> Chat Waterfall

> Everyone write one or more 
headline in the chat, but don’t 
press enter until I say go

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have XX participants in the room today, I expect XX responses. Prepare your answer in the chat, but wait to press enter (give them 90 seconds-2 min to think). Press enter, give them a minute to scroll through. What surprised them about the responses (ask 5 people to respond). If negative responses:What was the worse case scenario headline you saw, and let’s talk about how we/you avoid that. How do we ensure that’s not the headline? Reflection of how hard this is and how we don’t want those outcomes.If positive responses:What’s the best headline you saw and let’s talk about how we/you get that done. How do we ensure our planning and actions help us achieve that optimistic headline?If you really think this is possible, then we have to do this.When [The Oregonian/Statesman Journal/Register Guard/Mail Tribune/OPB/JPR] publishes the story of Oregon’s wildfire recovery on the 5th anniversary of the fires (September 2025), what does the reporter highlight?



Goal 3: Expedite Permanent Housing Solutions
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Moving to a Measurable and 
Equitable Recovery
> Breakout Room Discussion

> If there were an infographic in the 
article on the Anniversary of the 
2020 Wildfires, what are the 
housing related metrics that 
should be included in that 
infographic?

Goal 3 Strategies

> Coordinate State and Federal Agencies 
and All Available Resources

> Expedite Delivery of Permanent Housing 
Solutions for :

> Manufactured Housing and MH Parks

> Homeownership

> Rental Housing

> Homeowner Reconstruction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expectation: we aren’t taking notes, but you need to be thinking about the key measures and goals and are our strategies getting us to where we want to be. Have the PDF of the strategies up for them to review15 min discussionThen move into Easy Retro : see that populate there; if anyone wants to all come back together to make any points. Kim/Margaret – have some observationsPromptsWhat percentage/how many households are still in interim housing as opposed to being able to move back home?What would you count besides units produced?How will the public know if we remained true to our equity goals?Are impacted communities more or less affordable 5 years later?Are impacted communities more or less diverse 5 years later?How are metrics tracked and reported out to the public – how do we know we’re making progress?What coordination and policies (e.g., permitting, market-driven and subsidized development efforts, regional planning, zoning changes, Resilience Center (Jackson County)) have been institutionalized to help connect residents with affordable housing supply?What’s different about Oregon’s manufactured housing stock in 2025?How has our rate of homeownership changed?How will fire-impacted communities view success?Charged with coming up with your own 2 key takeaways and put them on the board.TASK:Top 3 measures we want to seeKey takeaways from the conversationSurvey that says: based on the top measures for the DHRAP, how confident that the strategies will get us to our measures of success?



Partner Updates
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THANK YOU
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